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The developeat of the Vertical Motion Simulator (VUS) 
has been progressing steadily and will soon be complete. 
A desire to gauge the success of the W S  development 
effort has lead to questions about how to measure and 
evaluate VMS performance capabilities and what those 
performance capabilities should be. As a response to 
those questions, the following document has  been created. 
The WS is an aircraft simulator designed to simulate a 
variety of experimental helicopter and STOL/VTOL aircraft 
and can be adapted to simulate other kinds of aircraft 
with special pitch and 2 axis characteristics. The VMS 
will include a large motion base with extensive vertical 
and lateral travel capabilities, a computer generated 
image (CGI) visual system, and a high speed CDC 7600 
computer system, which will perform aero model calculations. 
Developing guidelines on how to measure and evaluate VMS 
performame has been complicated. No clear cut approach 
was obvious and few relevant documents were avi l i lablv .  
As a first step, a survey of simulation users was conducted.  
Appropriate personnel in the airlines, the FAA, and the 
military were questioned concerning how t h e y  evaluated and 
certified simulators for use (rcferenc-r Appmdix A for :I 
1 
, 
list 91 contacts). Thecreerrlts of that survey CUI be found 
in the sectionr: "8iauIator Certification, Meral Aviation 
Admisistratioa and the Comercia1 Airlines I' and ''Sitnulatar 
Certification, U.S. Air Force, Army, and #avy," The general 
outcolrre of the survey w a s  that simulator certification 
primarily involves assessing simulator fidelity and that 
what fidelity really means can (and slrould) vary according 
to user needs. That outcdlate and its implPcations are 
discussed in the section: "Suuanrary and Xmplications." 
It was becoming quite obvious that W S  user needs would be 
relevant to hew WS 'pekfomance should be measured and 
evaluated. In order to clarify and define what those 
user needs really were, a survey of W S  users was conducted. 
The results are discussed in the section: "Survey Methods 
and Summary." The effects of WS user needs  upon the VMS 
certification are further discussed in sections: "VIIS 
Certification, Suggested Objective Tests" and "MIS 
Certification, Suggested Functional Evaluations," 
2 
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aircraft 8y8tem8, tB. F M  .ad a&r€faas have been uqpunding the role of 
aircraft s U a t i o n  in the training of pilots. 
simulation technology, especially in the areas of visual sy5tems and 
aero rOaalling, have enabled the airlines to a c m l i s h  all of t h i r  
transition and w a d e  training objectives using simulation. NOW, a 
pilot training to hold his same CLW status (e.g., co-pilot) on a new 
aircraft system (Le., transition train) or one trrainhq to upgrade h i s  
crew status (i.e., w a d e  train) CUI receive all of his training, 
including his check-ride in some cases, in an aizcraft simulator. 
Recent advances in 
while optimistic about the training effectivenescl of total +mulator 
training progr(UW, both the FAA and t!:e airlines are facing ,the 
difficult task of evaluating and certifying specific aircraft simulators 
for use in ruch programs. 
(reference 1 and 2) which descrb and conraent *n the new FAA 
simulator certification process. 
Tho F'M has published two documents 
The new F M  8 U a t o r  certification process q h i s i x e m  determining and 
evaluating siaulrtor petfonnanca. 
i 
What is the visual scene content? 
3 
i 
P ~ U #  1. 
current landing maneuver training for transition training. 
io designed to encourage upgrading of simulator equipment. 
PhUM 1 approval certifies a simrljator for use in the 
Phase 1 
Phase 2. 
capability by expanding the ability of simulators to drtray more 
realistic visual scene" and flight characteristics and by improving 
simulator msponse dynamics. Phase 2 certification will allow both 
transition and upgrade training. 
Phase 2 certification will provide enhanced training 
I 
phase 3. plrasa 3 approval will allok all but the static aircraft 
training and tho line check to be conducted in the simulator. Due 
to the scow of the training and the possible low experience level 
of the training candidates, a high degree of simulator fidelity and 
I 
realisa i8 mandatory. 
4 
The tezm fidelity is quite wague and overused. Unfortunately, this 
-t will do little to refine the term or to refrain froin its use. 
Fidelity, as defined by the FAA and airlines, relates to m y  issues 
almost too numerous to rantion. Elllbedded in the t e r m  "fidelity" is some 
concept that the cues provided by the simulator ax'e approximate 
representations of those presented to the pilot during actual flight. 
The mre that sirulator cues duplicate those of 8he actual aircraft, the 
more "f,2delity" #e siauratOr is purported to have. 
definition is al&xaingly A d  and is s w i n g  no signs of being refined. 
To date no cuae has been able to decide which of fhe many possible flight 
cues are really relevant toithe training of pilots and which are not. 
The scope of the 
I 
I 
Result? In one way or another, any sort of mat 011, visual scene, 
instrument, aircraft aynaaie, aircrrft system, or weather cue has been 
argued perswsively 
aimulator for pilot 
I 
as relevant to creating A high 
training. The outcome is thqt 
quality aircraft 
the utmost "fidelity" 
5 
The F M  fidelity certificatim tests aad criteria are orgmkized into 
three separate sets which al- vary according to phase. Those sets are: 
genera nquim3ts8  objective performance tests, ~ r d  functional 
eval\utions. 
General requirerents include such criteria as the number of axes of 
motion sirulation, vimal scene centent, and weather simulation 
capabilities. b s t  general requirements are certified by inspection. 
Objective performance tests are more sophisticated and engineering 
oriented and are based upon objective criteria, such as frequency 
response. Visual system, motion system, and control response dynamics 
are teak& i n  t h i s  ret of teats. 
specification is that tho rtubnnm acceptable visual system delay is 
30Om8 (phase 1) Another I 8  that the visval, motion, and instrument 
rryatems shalf. teapond to pi-ot inputs within 15Oas, but not before the 
tima when the airplane would have responded under the same conditions 
One significant and typical 
6 
readily det- mhg them type of teets. 
ibnothrr: area of  objective perfarnanca testing in~lvbs aero aodal 
an~lysis. h r o  m&l parfaxmmce is tested by flying giben maneuvers in 
th. rimilakor. 
computer is then CollPuQd w i t h  actual aircraft perfomarm data 
collected previously during airborne test sessions. 
parameter comparimn of aero rods1 and actual aircraft data trends is 
done subjectively and s?aulator  aero model changes are llrade accordingly. 
A special FAA nat ional  test team, composed of experienced engineers and 
pilots, assists the a i r l i n e s  in performing all objective performance 
tests and a l l  general r e q u i r m n t s  testing. 
The aero -1 output obtained from the simulator 
A parameter by 
A t  the outse t  of the drive to expand simulator use in a i r l i n e  pi lot  
t rdining the F M  haavily m a s i z e d  objective criteria and tests i n  
evaluating and cer t i fy ing  a simulator. For instance, a t  one time 
changes t o  the aero nude1 based upon pilot opinion data were forbidden 
i f  any actual  aircraft f l i g h t  data could be found to substantiate the 
aero model paranwters. According to  a i r l i n e  o f f i c i a l s ,  the  FAA 
encountered numerous problems with user acceptance because of this 
policy. 
i n  one aspect or another and should be changed. However, because such a 
change would have caused a loss of simulator cer t i f ica t ion ,  the  required 
adjustments wore not made and the complaints ccntinued. 
P i lo t s  continually complained tha t  a simulator lacked f i d e l i t y  
7 
P M  national tern and within the ahline coumity. A f a n e t i d  
spcificatiob W d  be, for example, after roll-aut onto final approach8 
the rtmway should appear as it would ih the actual aircraft at the 
distance. 
completely s\ibjectitraly defined by the simulator test pilot. 
The criteria for carqpliance~with such a specification is 
This is 
unlike objective teats where cwlpliance is more observable. 
performance can be masured outwardly and compared with discernable 
Simulator 
criteria when perfonning objective tests. 
evaluationsr pilots are required to perform a given set of maneuvers and 
To perform functional 
subjectively evaluate simulator performance. Pilot opinion data it then 
aggregated and interpreted and the appropriate changes are made to the 
simulator hardware and software. 
Without the functional evaluation process, there would be no way for the 
FAA to certify that the simulator perforw perceptually as required. 
Objective performance tests are isolated and insufficient and cannot 
relate directly to the perception issue. They cannot provide sufficient 
cause for accepting a oimulat3rr but can provide a basis for rejecting 
one or a means of directin? the use of ,functional evaluations. 
instancer once the visual system frequency response has been measured 
objectively and acceptedr attention can be focused on visual scene 
contentr which would be evaluate& subjectively using functional 
procedures 
For 
8 
.L 
The military h. ~ B Q  b m n  rmsing  tts use of simulation and has been 
deeply involved with deve1oi)icPs simulator ce r t i f i ca t ion  procedures. The 
ce r t i f i ca t ion  prwes#s for:& Army, Mavy, and A i r  Force are similar to 
those of tha PM. 
objective tests. And, a l l  b l y  heavily on a pilot-in-the-loop type of 
functienal evpluatim. 
P 
All i n d w  8 w m  set of general requirements and 
Again, as it was w i t h  the FAA cer t i f ica t ion  t e s t s ,  the mi l i t a ry  t e s t s  
are  aimed a t  determining and evaluating simulator f idel i ty .  The 
m i l i t a r y  also feels that in order t o  achieve high leve ls  of t ra ining in  
a simulator, the simulator must be of exceptionally high f ide l i ty .  The 
mil i t a ry  defines f i d e l i t y  eWn more breadly than do the FAA and the 
a i r l i nes .  & mil i t a ry  i o  
simulated a ikraf t ,  but it Ls also reqvirjing that a varietI .  of high 
f i d e l i t y  combat enviromentb be presented through v h ~ ~ a l  simulation. 
For instance, f ighter-attack h i r c ra f t  slaqulator visual  system 
I 
only concehed with the f i d e l i t y  of the P 
I I 
specifications have called for the 6imuldtCon of enemy missiles and a 
variety of terrain.  Althoubh the a i r l i nds  are interested i n  presenting 
a qual i ty  virual  image of a runway and surrounding terrain,  the 
mil i tary 's  rquirements for  t e r r a in  and scene d e t a i l  simulation far 
exceed those of the airl ineb. 
9 
! I 
simulator virwl uystm speeification might require that the pilot ba 
provided with sufficient high fidelity visual cwte to perform -2 low 
altitude, high speed penetration maneuver. 
i 
I 
Such a specification 
requiter a pilot-in-the-loop evaluation & determine compl! ance. 
objective teot exists. 
No 
To be sure, howehr, military specification also 
contain objective type specifications, such as visual or srot:on system 
respotwe criteria. 
criteria are employed, the ultiraate goal 'is to specify the filieltty of 
In either case, whether functional or rl--:;.ctiw 
the simulator. 
I 
However, at t h s  the military  ha^ questioned its reliance upon the 
specification and determination of simula%or fidelity as the primary 
indicator of simulator training potential. 
(TAC) is about to perform a series of tests under the guidance of the 
The Tactical Air Comand 
I 
Air Force Technical Evaluation Center (AFpC) to evaluate how well pilot 
evaluations of simulator fidelity correlafe with empirical measures of 
simulator training effectiveness. I 
I 
~ 
Further, the military has aleo attempted fo take another approach to 
defining simulator performance requiremenfu other than by simply 
attempting to ipecify the highest fidelitf. simulator possible. 
approach, called Inetructional Systems Deyelopatent (ISD), is based upon 
That 
a breakdown of a airctaft'r operational m L ssions i n t o  a set of discrete I 
Each task is then analyzed v d  assigned a est of pilot 
I 
pilot tarkr. 
10 
1 , 
+Kill r a q u & n t r ,  which are than revie& to datermine what kinds of 
tqaining media would k necmauy to d6velOp the  required oki l ls .  
I I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
The ISD p&S6 8- to be & 
, 
design of simulators u pilot 
has been pl@ by probleme. 
management uupport to succeed 
! 
t b o r a t i c a l l y  appropriate ap,a-oach to tho 
trainislg devices. The process, hawever, 
The ISD process requires high level 
and t?wt appears to have been lackin$. 
l 
In  
the A i r  Pord,, for example, ISD teams are appointed w i t h i n  each 
operational wmmaad where, due to excessive workload and limited 
expertise, those teama have been unable to  contribute mush to  the 
specif icat ion process. 
contribution has been to  devise the train4ng syllabus and other 
instruct ional  proceUures to  use i n  integrat ing a given simulator into an 
ongoing p i lo t  t ra in ing  program. 
Their major task  ani most s igni f icant  
The ISD process is, however, hindered by more fundamental problems. Fox 
those of you k m  have either performed orI reviewed a t a s k  ana lys i s ,  
ce r ta in  thingp be me obviaas. Performing a high qual i ty  t a sk  analysis 
- very, very hard. Oftvn the definition1 af tasks is vague and 
arbitrary an4 the subrequent s k i l l s  analybis i s  compromisec: from the 
start. 
which r k i l l r  are per t inent  to the perfannnnce of which tasks is also 
qui te  difficult. 
media specif icat ions using such a set OF Pilot s k i l l  requirements can 
, 
Even i f  the task r-.ialycis were exbct and accurate, deducing 
I 
It should be of no aurpkise '&at determining t ra ining 
J f ten  result i n  a product 
support for good xoason. 
years, cost d l l i o n r ,  and 
I 
1 
I of poor quality,  
THS process, or m y  ,.,rocess l i k e  it, can take 
lead to  a prcdwt of questionable quali ty.  
The ISD process lack8 
i 
I 
11 
It i. not without wuzmt t h  that th. aviat ion corpnity has relied 
ugon the datezmination of s i a t o r  f i d e l i t y  as the privsy (and pe- 
only) a priori indicator of a timalator’s training potential. 
Prewiciusly, military urd airline g i l o t s  wem trained srsccr8sfully using 
simulation as a training mdia is recent and the reliance CI simulator 
f i d e l i t y  as a certification yardst idt  seems warranted in l ight  of the 
success of pre-simulation pilot  t ra ining programs. 
The military has not published any documents which discuss and define 
a l l  the phases and procedures involved in  haw it specifies and certifies 
a swator .  
within each service involves many d i s t i n c t  organizations, so a review of 
the whole process would ham to encoupass the viewpoints of all the 
participating organizations. 
Futthar, the lspedfication and cer t i f ica t ion  process 
I 
However, personnel within cer ta in  participating organizations have 
written documents which are relevant (references 4 ,  5 ,  6 ,  7, m d  8 ) .  
One (reference 4) discusses how t o  use f l i g h t  test procedures in a 
functional evaluation of the f i d e l i t y  of the simulator aero .>de l .  
Another article (reference 5)  discusses the use of pilot-in-the-loop 
analyses and objective tests in the  determination of helicopter 
simulator f ide l i ty .  A third (reference 6 )  presents sets of objective 
12 
13 
Any di.cu++iaa pf s w a t o r  certification 8QocI leads to UL e%amination of 
the simulator Qisiga specifications. 
the validity of the certification invuiably raise questions about the 
validity of the specifications, whether they be objective or functional. 
And, whua functieml specifications are involved, additional questions are 
It is a ~ s o  true ttmt qurstions about 
raised concernhq uhetbr or not the functional specifications have been 
met. 
In both the military and the FAA simulator specifications have been 
selected to create ths highest fidelity simulator possible. 
and functional specifications and tests have been geared tmard this goal. 
Both objective 
weting a given objective criteria, such as one for visual system frequency 
response, can create a certain satisfaction. But, that satisfaction can be 
short-lived. 
and not yet well understood. 
hears, and feels to allow simulator design engineers to write a set of 
objective engineering specifications that will s Asfy human perceptual 
requirements and create a high fidelity simulation. 
tests, then, in turn, cannot totally.describe the quality of the 
simulation. 
The workings of human perceptual processes are quite complex 
Too little is known about how a pilot sees, 
Objective performance 
Functional specifications and evaluations are needed as well. 
However, functional tests and criteria have not resolved the simulator 
certification issue. Functional evaluations rely upon the collection and 
14 
opinion dat8 Qql1.cu#r. pmcadrrrsr; Suffici8nt &tthntfon. 
. I  
I 
I 
5 .  
the p i l o t  opinion data should be collected or what kind and amnmt of 
var iab i l i ty  in g i l o t  opinion data should be tolerated. However, a warning 
should be sounded. 
w i l l  do. 
data can be easily mishandled. 
W o t  any set of p i l o t  opinion a t a  collection procedures 
Great care matst be taken in creating such procedures, for opinion 
Different approaches t o  specification and cer t i f ica t ion  are needed 
depending upon bow the simulator will be used. 
simulator could be used for  pilot trainlng, another one could be employed 
as a research Wol for investigating P-16 handling qua l i t i es ,  and a t h i r d  
could be used go research the effects of different  p i l o t  t ra ining methods. 
men though each of these simulators would be an F-16 simulator, they would 
probably perforb different ly .  For example, although the basic aerodynamic 
model should be the same for  a l l ,  cer ta in  portions of the model might be 
wdeled i n  greater detai l  for use i n  handling qua l i t i es  research than for 
use i n  p i l o t  training or pilot training research. 
these three simulators would probably also exis t .  
For example, one F-16 
Other differences across 
I n  turn,  different  sets 
15 
The constant change in performance requirements of a research simulator 
such as the Vns will make its certification an ongoing, evolutionary 
process shaped almost entirely by the demands of the research task. Given 
that the research tasks dictate the performance requirements of a research 
simular dc, any discussion of simulator certification must first involve an 
examination of +e research issues facing the simulator user conranmity. 
Once these issues are defined, one can determine which aspects of the 
simulation must be of the highest fidelity and which aspects are not that 
critical. 
h o w  'he cartifkcation procars thodld be conducted and what kinds of 
certification procedures, both objective and functional, should be 
perforwd. 
With this determination made, then more attention can be paid to 
16 
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i -  
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I- 
. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
I ,  
5 .  
6 .  
7. 
8. 
9. 
I 
Geaeral progrr description and reasons for using simulationr 
how- Qoals, 
Re&Sons for those goals, 
i 
Tasks to be perforwd in the simnlator (e.g- landing) 8 
Performance measures, 
Visual system requirearents (including a discussion of computer 
generated imaqe (GI) technology), 
Hotion requirements (special emphasis on discussing the value 
of the vertical motion capabilities of the VMS), 
Potential problem areas, and 
Futuxe program. 
After collecting the user m n t r  (reference Appendix B for interview 
data) 
table was pmpred (reference Table 1). 
user colaunity is very ~ n e o u s ,  with the predominant reseaich 
interest beug in  handling qualities research. 
the amcmnts were organized and reviewed and survey synopsis 
As shown in Table 1, the W 
Such interests require 
17 
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20 
res- uoseeras, such as the need to perform high energy, low altitude 
maneuvem~, will create a k e d  $or a visual q s t q  with 9006 dynamics and 
high detail scatre content. Them issues and others hawe ken reviewed 
and the following four: areas of concern are proposed for further 
discussion: 
1. Computer systems (CDC 7600) perfonnance. 
2. Hotion system software perforaaance. 
3. &2 system perfonhanee and use. 
4. Simulator system dynamics response characteristlcs. 
Computer System Performance 
One user professed a distinct need for a high speed computer capability, 
while several researchers indicated that their future programs would 
profit from and may even require such computer capability. This, in 
concert with the fanfare surrounding the acquisitions of the CDC 7600, 
may have created high expectations. Disappointment, perhaps even 
disillusionment, would ensue, should the CDC 7600 not perform as 
expected. 
Motion Systems Software Performance 
Nearly all VMS users felt that the motion system vert ica l  travel 
capability was an asset. However, those users whose research tasks 
invol\t.d high energy maneuversI such as nap-of-the-earth (NOE flight), 
had reservations about the motion systems software. In particular, 
21 
- 
doubt8 about whether or not the waah-out scheme 
flight. 
It was thought that facilities engineers might have different motion 
system perfermanct goal8 than resedrchers. Facilities personnel, it was 
postulated, m y  be mre or&atqd toward equipramt performance 
charactarfs~cs and IWtat iOM, while users are more concerned with 
?- ** 
eraatiag an 1 &v&$;bmduoiye to performing their research tasks.  
. ’  
 hi. differ#& :in: b a + % t i & n  rz t l h y  be producing motion system software 
optimized to’Gploit -ware capabilities rather than to complement 
research task88 such as NOE flight. 
,i L 
CGI System Performance and Use: 
Concern was raised about whether or not the present CGI data base would 
allow pilots to perform NOE flight. Specifically, users wondered if the 
visual scene would present sufPicient detail to enable pilots to perform 
NOE flight as though they were flying an actual aircraft. 
CGI data base provide insufficient detail, on-line operational changes 
to the visual scene would be required in order for the researchers to 
create the desired test environment and to collect data within their 
assigned simulator t i w  . 
Should the 
The changes to the visual .scene that are envisioned are of the “quick 
and dirty” variety. 
create a scene perfect in every detail is not un%er consideration. What 
is under consideration is how to change the texture-less scene presented 
A complete remake of the data base in order to 
22 
i 
I '  1 .  
by the W I  so th8t ruf t ic ibnt  am8 are available to $8rcepturlly define 
a g m y d  plane at  low altitudes. 
For exaqple, while the author was with the A i r  Force Human Resources 
Laboratory, rasearcherr atkmpted t o  use the Advanced Simulator fo r  
P i lo t  Training (ASPP) i n  cpnducting an A-10 low a l t i t ude  penetration 
I 
study. 
above-ground-level ahd a t  speeds of 400 knots through host i le  enemy 
In  t h a t  study p i l o t s  were required to  f l y  a t  200 fee t  
t e r r i to ry .  hfortunatbly, i n i t i a l  attempts a t  performing t h i s  study 
were unsuccessful because pi lots  could not maintain the 200 foo t  
a l t i tude  requirement without crashing. The f l a t ,  tex2ure-less valley 
floor over which they f l e w  provided no depth or alt i tude cues. Only 
a f t e r  the valley f loor  was peppered with numerous pyramids were p i lo t s  
able t o  perform the low a l t i t ude  penetration task. 
objects such as pyramids to  generate the required cues occurred as a 
The idea of using 
result of t r ia l  and error .  Further, the spacing and s ize  of t h e  
pyramids were determined only a f t e r  numerous attempts. 
NASA researchers, faced with aimilar tasks and hardware, may have to  
m i m i c  A i r  Force researchers and resor t  to  creative trial-and-error 
methods t o  adapt t h e i r  CGI ?rioual scene to  low a l t i tude  tasks. 
t h a t  CGI scene modifications w i l l  be needed, users questioned how those 
changes would be made and which organization and which personnel would 
make them. 
Assuming 
A l l  users professed a lack of expertis6 !n CGI technology, which will 
make them very dependent upon f a c i l i t y  personnel t o  perform and :mt of 
23 
. 
t i  I CGI r m e  olhngb. Should it 4 required that users conduct their 
rorrqch within tha 81lotted tias, users and facilities CGI people will 
probahly have to k in close and continuous contact at the start of a 
I 
user's simulator time. Otherwiee, the required CGI scene changes will 
taka overly long to -1ement and evaluate, leading to substantial 
delays and warted simulator time. 
A second CGI isrue W# raised. 
almost all &mhr&&~, aeir  rimearch involved handlir atities 
evaluation, bhich m h d  rely heavily upon visual scene dy. ,,..&.cs. 
Without high quality &ynamics, pilots would not be able to properly 
The CGI dynamics weire of concern to 
z i i  I 
' t  
control the aircraft nor accurately rate its handling qualities. 
Simulator System Dynami c Response Characteristics 
As one reads the following it will become obvious that the preceding 
three concerns, computer systems performance, motion system software 
performance, and CGI system performance and use, can in part be 
considered subsets of the fou-th concern, simulator system dynamics. 
Simulator system dynamics, as shown in Figure1 , is depicted as the time 
I 
required for the simulator subsystems, the visual, motion, instrument, 
and auc!iotory subsystems to respond to a given pilot input. 
simulator system dynamics should be described not just in simple time 
Actually, 
lag term, but also In such terms as bandwidth, ph-se lag, ar3 amplitude 
ratios. In any case, these and other similar measures serve to describe 
a system's dynamics and the dynamics of the VMS are of concern to VMS 
users. 
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math llY1.13 If n o t 8  rrht k5nds of aynaric performance deficiencies 
would amtribute the p~st to the simulator system -c perforrance 
deficiencies? Could the perfoxmance deficiencies be eliminated or 
substantially redw&?, I f  n o t 8  what W d  be the effect of simulator 
' & *  
performance hfici-aDc& bn pilot perception and performance and hence 
upon ths d i a i t y  d€ w i n g  qualities data? 
Of the four major concerns raised here, the issue of total simulator 
system dynamics is, as judged by the interviewer, the m D s t  c r i t i c a l  one. 
In  handling qualities research, the simulator is the aircraft and the 
perforolance nf the simulator is evaluated as though it were t h e  
a i rc raf t .  Should the issues of total system and subsystem dymmics be 
ignored, the a i r c r a f t  dynamics so carefully constructed and calculated 
i n  the aero model colaputations may be seriously distorted by dynamic 
deficiencies of downstream simulator subsystems. 
dynamics needs at tent ion i f  the qual i ty  of simulator handling qua l i t i es  
data is to be assured. 
The issue of simulator 
2 6 
VNS CERTIFICATION 
SSGBSTm OsJISCrltVIC TBSTS 
has k.n a -trf cirncapt, eit!! -licitly or explicitly. Yet, 
it8 lrsUrh9 -8 chn si"Q 8Ubtly fmm discussion to discu8sion. lb the 
F M  tb. wm 4 +a i#t.bi -tion=, to a rilituy amo-r, and 
t o t h u r c r  
The changes iCI&a m&&Q Of the team fidelity can be directly traced 
to tha s W a t o r  user comunity and to the role it assigned 
simulation. 
9 ,  - ' ,:I &4 
j @raYfity rgpaatr to have had yet a third. 
2' 
ti i 
Through the interaction of the user and the role 
simulator fidelity requirements took shape, and, in some user 
environments, continued to evolve and chenge to suit changing 
user-role relationships. 
complex, multi-dimensional role for simulation could make the meaning 
A heterogeneous user commucity and/or a 
of fidelity alarmingly broad ant3 the task of providing an adeq,tate 
simulation environnrent terribly difficult. Or, at the other end oi 
the spectrum, a holnogcneous user and a narrowly defined role could 
refine the meaning of fidelity and make creating, evaluating, and 
certifying the 8irulat:on easier (but not necessarily easy). 
As ditcuastd, the VMS user comunfty i s  homogeneous and is 
concentrating on rinulathg and evalubting the handling qualities of 
some typa of expetinrsntal aircraft. Natuxlly, to them the dynamic 
fidelity of tho total simulator system is crucial. Without dynamic 
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I 
ea6ily. . 
what appears to be naitaad as a first step toward certifying the W is 
to damlop an objectitre, engineering oriented technique for measuring 
the d@cr of the total eiaul8tor system. 
emphasize yasuring the responses of the visual and notion systems, 
since thoae mystmms prwide the kiu of the relevant cues and are 
probably tb. 
That technique should 
& Wt of th. 6y8tem dynamic deficiencies. 
MasurePants taken at' the output of the simulation computer would be 
insufficient because they ignore the dynamic effects (and possible 
distortion) introduced by downstream simulator subsystems. 
Measurements r.; the dynamics of a given piece of subsystem hardware, 
such as the motion hardware, would also be insufficient because the 
dynamic effects of the software that controls that hardware would be 
absent, as would be the effects of that software-hardware interaction 
upon the total simulator system dynamics. 
Howe~er, it is also realized that measuring the total simulator system 
response MY be difficult and lead to ambiguous results. For example, 
non-linearities in the aero model may corrupt attempts to measure 
total system dynamics. 
be more productive to concentrate upon measuring and modelling the 
Should that be expectec' to occur often, it may 
visual and motion subyetems and include in such models all relevent 
issues that affect total system dynamics. 
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I 
]tn m y  -8 whthrt 8 Y . a  blc jut e p m  -c6 U e  baing 
examined, it i o  crucial that ths subsystem response, such as the 
movement of the cab ieimlf or the visual scene, ba accurately 
measured. 
attailablm. 
mtion system positiar ~enmrs, the responses of the motion system 
could be accurately mmmared. 
rhs technology for wuuring the simulator cab mtion is 
-ugh th. use of the appropriate accelerometers and 
Tlm tedrnology for mdastrtiag t b  lDItbcnt of inages on a CKT screen is 
less developed, howroar. m a t  would apparently be needed would be a 
mMS Of mV8r;thg Ught 1OVel ChangaS FntO voltage Changes ,  Which 
then could be redumd to nurerical trends. 
employ a stylited visual image such as a white/black bar graph and 
panel of sensitive pbtoelectric cells that would be strapped on to 
the CRT optics and connected to a computer system. 
control input, when played through the simulator system would cause 
the bar graph to move accordingly. 
hopefully, cause changes in the photoelectric cell voltage output. 
The fluctuation in voltage output could then be organized and 
interpreted by the computer system and Its software. 
A possible technique miqht 
A given pilot 
The bar graph movement would, 
Other means of measuring visual response could also be used. Matching 
visual scene response with,that of a preprogramned su2erimposed visual 
image has also been suggested. In any case, the Issue is to determine 
and measure the dynamics of the visual system and relate that to the 
dynamic performance of the whole simulator system. 
accurate, reliable, easy-to-use technique will do. 
Any objective 
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Baee-of-we is quite irpOrt.nt. 
required-to play (reference Table 11, certifying thu Vns will be M 
on-going isstm. &ch new research task will change Vns perfornance 
ud require that rimlator performnee be re-validated. Thus, any 
certification technique will be used regularly and oftem and rust, 
therefore, be easy to use. 
G i v e n  t h  varied role th 9)16: will be 
Other issues warrant discussion as vell. NASA has encountered 
difficulties in adapting the CM: 7600 to perfoxm real-time simulation. 
Appropriate personnel have beGn assigned to deal with these 
difficulties and their progress is baing monitored by NASA management. 
Once the system software is developed and approved, the dynamic 
performance of the simulation computer (reference Figure 1) should be 
documented and re-exaen;inad regularly, especially after system software 
changes or large, complex aero models have been introduced. 
Measurement of simulation computer dynamics could be accomplished 
using a variety of hardware based objective techniques. 
Besides the dynamic performance characteristics of the motion 
subsystem, certain mote qualitative concerns exist. Those surround 
the issue of adapting the motion software to the peculiarity of a 
task, rather than to equipment nuances. Although motion system 
frequency bandwidth definitely affects how well the motion cues of a 
given task can be simulated, bandwidth is not the only relevant issue. 
Users need to know more about how motion system cues differ 
qualitatively frm those commanded by a valid aero model. 
instance, in a pure pitch maneuver, does the motion system introduce 
For 
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m y  lateral or roll =leration8? Such isrwrr d d  be ev8lwted by 
capparing two tim hbtoriesr one describing cab accelarations and 
another dafiniag the accelerations C0rrand.d by a valid aero d e l .  
Bvan though th& coaparison would inwlwe subjectfva evaluation. the 
1 
two cherttable t ime histories wuld prowide the basis for coqarison 
and lead consi9rable objectivity ta the evaluation. 
AB an aside, OM c a w  for the concern ower motion subsystem 
perforaance is a lack of rapport batmen users and facilities 
engincers. 
other's area. 
Neither has had t b  to -re throughly understand the 
Perhaps a useful tool to use to bridge the gap between users and 
facilities engineers would be a short VMS motion system seminar. 
small group of facilities engineers would be made responsible for 
presenting an in depth overview of the VMS motion system software and 
hardware characteristics at the seminar. 
complement that presentation with a discussion of how to develop and 
inrplemcnt motion curing in a real-time simulation. 
also include a presentation by interested users on the motion 
Characteristics of motion sensitive tasks. 
would be to determine how to adapt the VMS motion system to high 
energy motion rensitive tasks like NOE flight. 
A 
The engineers could 
The seminar might 
The goal of the seminar 
In essence, the creation and use of objective tests such as those 
described above would solve numerous problems associated w i t h  
certifying the VMS. Ramnber, however, these techniques will ni , t  
31 
resolve the uhole certification issue. Other issues do still require 
attention and other types of tests will be relevant. 
because of the heavy eaphasis plaaed on dynamic fidelity by the user 
coamaunity that objective tests s w h  as those described could solve 
such a large portion of the problems surrounding W certification. 
It is only 
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SU6GESTED FUNCTIONAL EVALUATIONS 
fOnce objective, tests such as those suggested previously are developed 
and used, data'that defines VHS system dynamics should be available. 
That data will'mst likely reveal that the VMS lacks complete dynarnie 
fidelity and that the fidelity deficiencies are due to subsystem 't 
dynamic performance liaftations. 
determined is that some VMS dynamic performance deficiencies arc 
irrepairable, leaving the following issue t o  be resolved: What 
effects do VMS dynamic deficiencies have upon pilot perception and 
performance? 
What will also probably be 
Answering such a question is important if the vciluc of handling 
qualities data is to be determined. 
require the collection and interpretation of pilot opinion and pilot. 
performance data. Deciding h o w  t o  coilcct that kind of data and how 
t o  interpret it can cause one to encounter many complex and subt-lc 
issues. 
To answer the question will 
One issue is under what conditions can a p i l o t  evaluate the p'hcimrncna 
in question. What kinds of circumstances or pct-ceptuc.:l inadcquacics 
are liable t o  undermine his ability t o  consistcntly rczder a v a l i d  
judgement? 
and reliability of the pilot's judgement is prt-:x!rvcd? 
the ability of a subject to focus upon t h e  I v r C i n e n t  1.8henomcna ;tnd 
How can those things be controllcd so t h a t  t h e  validity 
(Val id i  t.y i:; 
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4 consistently give the same responde to the  same si tuat ion.)  
i i 
For instance,  t h e  typical functiodal evaluation might a s k  a p i l o t  to  
evaluate sirnulator ~011 response and determine whether it is 
representative of t he  roll response of the a i i c r a t t .  
evaluation a pilot must compare the simulator roll response w i t i t  his; 
y w r y  of the airera@ . . roll rasphike. i 
! 
I n  rendering 
8 ,  i 
The evaluation process is 
r e  
32 3 1  1 
s a t i s f i e d  in i t i a l ly , i ' so  'nmro& d d j a s b e n t s  to  simulator r o l l  
response are made and evaluated. :The process continues u n t i l  some 
sort of consensus is reached. 
Usually insuf f ic ien t  a t ten t ion  i s  given to organizinq t h e  sequt>r:cc of 
chanaes cr t o  evaluating whether the pilots W C * L ' ~ ,  cf!;ir:c:incj thci I 
evaluation methods or criteria during the cv. i lu, i t  ion. I?c!vir,ir;f: 
pert inent  performance measures and a val id  mea::; to i Iiterprst iI..cf 
resolve differences i n  opinion across pilot:: ,I? C' d i f :  icul t prohl m:., 3 1 
awaiting a t ten t ion  and resolution. The basic problem with t h i s  modo 
of evaluation is not that  p i l o t  opinion was solicitcd, but 1 1 9 ~  i t  KIS 
so l ic i ted .  
tha t  cause data r e l i a b i l i t y  and va l id i ty  problems. 
This mode of evaluation often employs fdulty procct?::rcr; 
I 
it? Howv mazIpaccuTate" profiles must a pilot be able to fly .in order 
for a researcher to certify that simulation? Further, must all pilots 
perform to the same level? 
meaningful evaluation to be made? 
If notr h o w  many shoulq in order for a 
% 
Despite the soundest data collection procedures and the most 
insightful experimental designr one aspect of human opinion and 
performance is neter altered. That is change. Fraa trial to trial or 
fran person to person, e& though the situation is outwardly the 
same, opinion or performance data will almost always vary, sometimes 
subtly, sometimes drastically. Accurately inteLpreting that data 
variance is one of the most fundamental issues in behavioral research. 
Sometimes variance indicates that reliability and validity problems 
and sometimes it does not. Using a valid means of organizing data 
variance for further examination will help to make data more 
meaningful and to reduce data reliability and validity problems. 
The discipline of inferential statistics was developed to help 
researchers organize and accurately interpret data variance. 
Xnferential statistics tests are designed to determine when reliable 
differences in performance or opinion has oscurred across a set of 
alternate situations. How the alternate situations are structured and 
presented and how performance is measured in each are crucial to 
determining if inferential statistics tests can be used effectively. 
Often, functional evaluations are conducted with such little attention 
to data collection procedures and performance measures that 
inferential statistics tests ccrllnot be used meaningfully. 
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: '  
Through the use of appropriate empirical procedures, a researcher 
could employ statistical tests. 
procedures and statistical tests, a researcher could make a more 
inforpaed evaluation of the VMS. Since the main issue is to determine 
how VMS dynamic deficiencies may affect pilot perception and 
performance, any functional evaluation must deal with a range of 
simulator dynamics and attempt to masure how sensitive pilots are to 
changes in simulator dynamics. 
I 
By using improved empirical 
This type of evaluation, sometimas called a sensitivity analysis, 
might proceed as follows: As first step, on an apriori basis select a 
set of frequency bandwidths that would be expected to affect the 
pilot's perception of simulator dynamic fidelity. For example, the 
appriori rational may be that pilots would perceive narrow bandwidth 
systems as low in dynamic fidelity and wide bandwidth systems as high. 
Next, program the visual and motion subsystems to represent each 
member of the set and expand the paradigm with another variable, aero 
model stability. Select and include a variety of aero models ranging 
9 
from unstable to stable. Then, create a series of tasks and select a 
group of pilots. Finally, collect the appropriate opinion and 
performance data, including dynamic fidelity ratings and handling 
qualities evaluations, using acceptable empirical procedures. 
By using a more conceptually organized approach and more acceptable 
empirical procedures, this type of sensitivity analysis should provide 
much more information than would a typical functional evaluation. One 
virtue of this approach is that data comparisons can be done 
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r t u t i s t i c a l l y  and 'are now more nuaningful. Comparison of the  data 
within a given condition and across conditions should suggest how 
re l iab ly  the pilots responded and how sens i t ive  they were to a change 
i n  conditions. Changes i n  pilot  opinion and performance across 
conditions should suggest, specif ical ly ,  how dynamic def ic iencies  
affected the perception of dynamic f i d e l i t y  and the ra t ing  of handling 
qua l i t i es .  
f i d e l i t y  could be 'attain& and how degradations i n  dynamic f i d e l i t y  
could affect handling qualitier evaluations. 
Thus, a researcher would know mre about how much dynamic 
I 
9 
Actually, the preceding example needs fur ther  development before 
meaningful s ens i t i v i ty  analysis  could be performed. But, the concept 
is valid. 
much r icher  context i n  which t o  evaluate the qual i ty  of a simulat ion.  
And, although the analysis is  not a complete cure for  all data 
va l id i ty  and r e l i a b i l i t y  problems, the richness of the empirical 
context should provide a researcher with more cues aboct the quality 
of h i s  data. 
This type of analysis could provide a researcher with a 
To fur ther  develop the preceding, a number of i s sues  must be explored 
i n  more de ta i l .  For instance, regarding p i l o t  selection, what k ind  of 
pilots should be s e l e c t . 1  and how many? The select ion of p i lo t s  has a 
great  deal of influence upon the kind, qual i ty ,  and r e l i a b i l i t y  of 
opinion data.  Further, if performance data  is t o  be collected,  what 
tasks are t o  be performed and how w i l l  performance be measured? For 
col lect ing p i l o t  opinion data,  how w i l l  the questions be asked and 
what type of responses w i l l  be appropriate? W i l l  the questions be 
37 
o w  ended or r t q c t u r e d  with a ra t ing  scale? And, i f  a rating scale 
isl appropriate, what kind of scale? Should the scale ba 
wid- 
graph or a w e l l  defined in te rva l  scale? F i n a l l y ,  w i l l  the 
questionnaire data be classified as ordinal,  interval ,  or ratio? The 
onal or multi-dimen6ional? Should the scale be a simple bar 
scaling of data  has a grea t  influence upon the type of s t a t i s t i c a l  
tests that can be applied. Generally, in te rva l  and ratio data can be 
usad i n  a larger &mWt of statistical tests than can ordinal data. 
I 
1 I 
The overal l  utpex+mental paradiagm is iaportant  also. 
p i l o t s  be organizqd in to  independent groups, each receiving only one 
research conditioh, or should all pi lots  be exposed to a l l  conditions 
(i.e., repeated measures)? Further, i f  a l l  p i l o t s  receive a l l  
conditions, should the sequence of conditions be counterbalanced or 
Should the  
! 
randomized? Within a given rescirch condition, how should t h e  e f fec ts  
of repeated trials be interpreted and how w i l l  t h e  issues of 
accommodation to  the simulator be handled? (Accomoodation i s  a 
phenomena i n  which experience with the simulation masks memories of 
a i r c r a f t  experience, making it very d i f f i c u l t  for  a p i l o t  to  val idly 
in te rpre t ,  evaluate, and use simulator cues.) Further, what range of 
bandwidths and aero models should be selected and h o w  many in te rva ls  
within each range should be tested? Also, are other kinds of 
parameters besides bandwidth relevant to  dynamic f i d e l i t y  and if so, 
which ones and how should they be tested7 These questions a re  j u s t  a 
subset of those tha t  may prove t o  be relevant, so other questions may 
need to  be asked and answered before a val id  scas i t i v i ty  analysis can 
be conducted. 
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A sens i t i v i ty  matysi6 couid also ba done to eva1udte CGI same 
f ide l i t y ,  Using rprioxi asgltlpl?tions about what variablao a f f ec t  ucene 
qual i ty ,  a l te rna te  si t t i*. t ions could be exployed, The oitcome of .I 
scene functional evaluation, as with many kinds of functional 
evaluations, is part icular ly  sensi t ive to the  p i lo t  tasks  used during 
the evaluat ior-  For one thing, t h a t  means t h a t  the answers t o  w a y  of 
the questions i n  the two preceding paragraphs may vary from one task 
t q  another. For another, it mans t h a t  the appl icabi l i ty  of the 
r e su l t s  w i l l  be limited. 
For instance, if the  task were hover, one set of questions and 
performance measures would be relevant and if the t a sk  were apprr, 
and landing, another s e t  would be appropriate. 
hover tests would be most re leva i t  only to  similar klirds of tasks and 
the same would be t rue  of the re su l t s  from the approach and 1?-.3ing 
tests. It is important, then, t h a t  any functional evaluation of the 
CGI scene incorporate the p i l o t  tasks of interelit to  thn UMS user 
community (reierence Tab le  1) . Further, scene functional cvaiuations 
may be a i r c r a f t  sensi t ive as w e l l .  
user is simulating some type of helicopter (reference Table l ) ,  scene 
functional evaluations should r e l a t e  primarily to  helicopter a i r c r a f t .  
i 
The r e su l t s  from the 
Fortunately, since the typical VMS 
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PERSONS CONTACTED 
Lt Col R. YacArgel 
TAC 
Eglin AFB, F1. 
Maj Robert Vhelton 
AM'EC 
Kirkland Am, N . Y .  
Lt Col John Rizinski 
AFTEC 
Kirkland AFB, N.Y. 
Lt Col R. Rogers 
SAC 
Offutt A m ,  N e  
Lt C o l  J. Mueller 
AFTEC 
Kirkland AFB, N.Y. 
Lt Col R. Hartog 
MAC 
Scott AFB, 111. 
Lt Col A .  Meacham 
ATC 
Randolph AFB, Tx. 
Capt Dalros 
ATC 
Randolph AFB,  Tx. 
Dr. Ken Boff 
AMRL 
Wright-Patterson AFB, Oh 
Mr. Ken Potempa 
AFHRL 
Brooks AFB, Tx. 
Dr. Thomas Gray 
AFHKL 
Wili*ams A F B ,  A z .  
Dr. Thomas Longridge 
AFHRL 
Williams A F B ,  Az. 
Idr. Ronald &art 
ASD 
Wright-Patterson Am, Oh. 
Mr. George Dickison 
ASD 
Wright-Patterson Am, Oh. 
Mr. James Bassinger 
ASD 
Wright-Patterson AFB, Oh. 
Yr .  Thomas Galloway 
NTEC 
Orlando, F l a .  
Yr. James Burns 
NTEC 
Orlando, Fla . 
Mr. Walter Chambers 
VTRS facility 
Orlando, Fla. 
D r .  Ronald Hofer 
PM TRADE 
Orlando, Fla. 
Col Dee1 
Aeromechanics L a b o r a t o r y  
Moffett F i e l d ,  Ca. 
Mr. David Key 
Aeromechanics L a b o r a t o r y  
Moffett Field, Ca. 
Mr. Richard Dunn 
Aeromechanics Laboratory 
Moffett Field, Ca. 
Mr . Gary k C u l  lough 
United Airlines 
Denver, Cb. 
Mr. Charles Huettner 
FAA 
Washington, D.C. 
I 
PERSONS CONTACTED-Continued 
Yr, Edward Fell 
FAA 
Washington, D.C. 
Yr. Robert Trainer 
csc 
Xoffett Field, Ca. 
Y r ,  Walter J3oeck 
csc 
kffett Field, Ca. 
Yr. A. Y. Cook 
NISA Ames 
Yoffett F i e l d ,  Ca. 
Y r ,  Donald Dust 
NASA Ames 
Moffett F i e l d ,  Ca. 
Yr. David Brocker 
NASA Ames 
Yoffett F i e l d ,  Ca. 
Yr. Herbert Hoy 
NASA Ames 
Moffett F i e l d ,  Ca. 
Mr. Richard Bray 
NASA Amzs 
Moffett F i e l d ,  C a .  
Mr. William Cleveland 
NASA Ames 
Moffett F i e l d ,  Ca. 
Mr. David Key 
Aemrnechan i cs Laboratory 
Moffett F i e l d ,  Ca. 
Dr. John Lauber 
NASA Arnes 
Yoffett Field, Ca. 
Dr. Richard Dunn 
Army Research and Technology Laboxtory 
Yoffett F i e l d ,  Ca. 
Dr. H. C. Foushee 
NASA Apes 
Moffett F i e l d ,  Ca. 
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APPENDIX B 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .  
6. 
7 .  
8 .  
User -
Clyde Paulk,.  FSN 
. .- 
SCHEDULED VIIS USEW 
Jul  81-Dec 82 
Lloyd Corliss, FSD 
Bertram Lampkin, FHS 
Sam Wilson, FHS 
Ragmond Forrest ,  T 
Vic Lebacqz, FSD 
John Jinkerson, FHI 
Program Interview Dates 
NAVTOLAND 6 Jul 81 
18 Aug 81 
ARMCOP 17 Jul  81 
19 Aug 81 
698 VTOL 22 Jun 81 
19 Aug 81 
RELI IFR 23 Jul 81 
RSRA 28 Jui  81 
Edward Aiken ,  FSDC ADOCS 18 Aug 81 
Richard Brny, FSD ssv 1 Sep 81 
Gary Churchill, FHTC NOTAR 3 Sep $1 
REASONS 
1. C. Paulk 
- Interchangeable cab fits M I S  
- VMS designed for VTOL concepts (motion travel) 
- Needs wide angle visual to simulate hover 
- CDC 7600 capabilities play a minor role (for now) 
2. L. Corliss 
- Evaluate value of vertical motion OD WS; Army urges use 
of WS. Corliss cooperated. 
- Need for high speed cmputational capability. 50 msec cycle 
time too slow - marginal. Aiming for 25 msec frame time. 
High cycle (i.e. 50 msec) may corrupt value of data. 
- Future need for wide angle visual anticipated. 
3. B .  Lmplin, S. Wilson 
- 698 - VTOL/STOL aircraft program; tilting nacelles design 
- Thought simulation would be a good idea to use in evaluating 
- High speed computational capability will not be needed until 
by Grumman. 
advanced modeling work now under contract to Grumman. 
testing of STOL/VTOL landing (and landing gear) is pcrfcrmed. 
- High speed computer will also  be needed eventualiy whcr. 
high fidel f t y  engine model is availitblc. 
4 .  R. Forrest, V. Lebacqz 
- Helicopter handling qualities during IF1i f l i g h t s ;  p r i m : r r i l y  
- Chose VMS because of frequency and t rave l  characteristics 
approach. 
of the motion system. 
45 
5. J .  Jinkerson 
- Rotor Systems Research Aircraft test advanced rotors. 
- Test handling qualities of advanced rotors that will be 
- Develop and test flight techniques for advanced rotors. 
- Do failure modes and effects analysis. 
- Validate stability augmentation system. 
- Evaluate flight computer system, advanced control algorithms 
on RSRA. 
and advanced control systems. 
rotor blade simulation. Multi-element blade model neces- 
sary: Standard Bailey modelsbased upon actual aircraft data. 
Sfnce rotor concepts tested here have not yet been developed 
into hardware form, multi-element blade model is only (best) 
way to translate wind tunnel aero data into a usable math 
model. 
* - Need high speed computational capability for multi-element 
6 .  E. Aiken 
- Advanced Digital Optical Control System. 
- Evaluate controller and display configurations from a han- 
- Chose VMS because of motion and wide angle vision capabil- 
dling quality and human factor (i.e. workload perspective). 
ities ( 4  axis controller). 
7 .  R. Bray 
- JSC limited in terms of engineering simulation. JSC em- 
phasizes training simulation. 
- Combination of visual and motion capabilities at Amcs * N S  
thought appropriate for Orbiter engineering simulation 
research. 
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8. G. Churchill 
- Frequency response of VYS simulator systems, including 
- Hot much initial interest i n  CDC 7600 high speed compu- 
- NUTAR (no  ta i l  rotor) concept evaluation dependent upon 
mot ion. 
tational capability. 
dynamic qualities of the simulation. 
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GOALS 
1. C. Paulk 
- Develop technologies of flight control and display system 
(landing guidance systems) necessary to land a VTOL air- 
craft on board a ship (not necessary to impact a given 
vehicle design). 
2, L. Corliss 
- Impact design of future helicopters . 
- Emphasis on control system design, especially engine 
- Primarily for high maneuver tasks (NOE). 
- Determine outer limits for frequency response, damping, 
control systems. 
time delays, available torque. 
3. B .  Lampkin, S. Wilson 
- Impact design of VTOL aircraft. 
- Demonstrate the usefulness of the aircraft configuration; 
especially the use of vanes to control aircraft moments 
at low speed. 
of aircraft concept. 
- To examine flying characteristics and handling qualities 
4 .  G. Forrest, V. Lebacqz 
- Establish control system boundaries to use in the design 
- Determine flight control and flight instrument requirements 
- Need to determine level of control system augmentation 
of safe control systems. 
for optimum or near optimum IFR approach performance. 
required. 
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5. J .  Jinkerson 
- Impact rotor design technology 
- Evaluate new rotor concepts 
- Create rotors that are: 
Quiet 
Powerful 
Vibration limited 
- Simulation used to weed out unpromis!ng rotor concepts 
6 .  E. Aiken 
- Evaluate and demonstrate "flight by light" controller con- 
- Develop controller and control laws optimized for aircraft 
- Examination of a given control configuration just as impor- 
- Impact vehicle design. 
- Need to compare and determine control requirements for day 
vs night NOE flight. 
cept including new and unique controller concept--4 axis. 
(Black Hawk). 
tant as the selection of a certain concept for optimization. 
7 .  €3. bray 
- Validate specific control systems configuration; e . g . ,  
ver i fy  auto land system capabilities in a variety of con- 
ditions: wind, nav. system failure, etc. 
- Evaluate shuttle display concepts, especially with regard 
to HUD technology. 
8.  G. Churchill 
- Investigate flight test anomalies associated with NOTAR 
- Evaluate control laws and control augmentation systems. 
- Develop technology to impact tail rotor design on actual 
(no tail rotor) concept. 
vehicle. 
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REASON FOR GOALS 
1. C. P a u l k  
- G e t  m i n i m u m  down t b  soft zero--zero c o n d i t i o n .  
- NASA 
Facilities 
E x p e r t i s e  
- "Fix t h e  fleet" vs, radical change i n  fleet a v i a t i o n  c o n c e p t .  
- Long term Navy i n t e r e s t  i n  l a n d i n g  on board small s h i p .  
2. L. Corl iss  
- Army m i s s i o n :  need t o  pe r fo rm maneuvers q u i c k l y  (timc/c!is- 
tance) i n  o r d e r  t o  a v o i d  d e t e c t i o n  and t o  e f f e c t i v e l y  u s e  
t e r r a i n  t o  mask radar s i g n a t u r e .  
3. B .  Lampkin/A. Wilson 
- F u t u r e  Navy m i s s i o n  w i l l  i n v o l v e  STOL/VTOL a i r c ra f t .  
- Need t o  e v a l u a t e  contractor p r o g r e s s .  Grumman boasting 
loudly. Need t o  r ev iew - e v a l u a t e .  
4 .  G .  Forrest/V. Lebacqz 
- Use of  h e l i c o p t e r s  i n c r e a s i n g .  
- More IFR f l i g h t  will o c c u r .  
- T h e r e  may be changes  i n  helicopter des ign  t h a t  w i l l  require 
dramatic changes  i n  control system design. 
5. J .  J i n k e r s o n  
- Reason for goals is t o  keep U.S .A .  h e l i c o p t e r  manufac tu re r s  
on  t h e  f o r e f r o n t  of t e c h n o l o g y .  
- No new rotor c o n c e p t s  i n  o v e r  20 gears. 
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6 .  E. Aiken 
- Army mission 
Flight-by-light less susceptible to electro-magnetic 
influence than fly-by-wire. 
reddced workloaq (? )  
Improved flying quality for NOE (better vision) 
- Other benefits of W S :  
7. R. Bray 
- Assure:apg~ogriatehes~ of vihicle design. 
- 
- Impact vehicle design, but only when system performance 
Increase confidence in use of equipment. 
problems are discovered. 
8 .  G. Churchill 
- Tail rotor very vulnerable 
military operations 
excessive flare 
hard to maintain 
- Other problems: 
, noisy 
degradation in vehicle handling qualities occurred. 
- Eliminatiol, of tail rotor would be beneficial provided no 
- DARPA funded program. 
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TASKS 
1. C. Paulk 
- Land VTOL or helicopter on the back of a small ship in 
a variety of weather conditiors. 
2. L. Corlisss 
- NOE flight (and other high maneuver tasks, e.g. pop-up, 
high speed stop to ,  a hover) 
3. B. 
- 
- 
Lampkin/$. Wilson I 
Cruise: moderate 4ltitude and airspeed 
Transit ion corridor 
I 
Cruise- low speed flight 
Examine thruse control and aircraft stability 
I 
Hover 
Translation in low speed f l i g h t  
Fore/af t 
Lateral 
Vertical 
Simulate system failure 
S i m u l a t e  e n g i n e  failure 
VTOL approach (landing i n  the f u t u r e )  
4.  H. Forrest/V. Lebacqz 
- Non-precision VOR approach (IFR) 
- Presicison ILS approach using 6 glide path (IFR) 
5 .  J .  Jinkerson 
- Any/all types of t a s k s  
- Task - Emphasis 
Landing Heavy 
Takeoff He8vy 
I' e,ver Moderate 
Noe Light 
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* 
Task Emphasis -
Cruise Moderate 
Lateral movement Moderate 
Pop-up Moderate 
Moderate Yaw 
- Note, t h i s  research is not a task or iented  program. 
A typical command t o  tLe pilot would be,  "Exercise t h e  
p i t c h  ax i s .  '' 
Searching for contro l  s t a b i l i t y  and authority problems. - 
6 .  E. Aiken 
- NOF f l i g h t ,  both Day and Night  
7 .  R .  Bray 
- Approach and landing 
8. G. Churchill 
- Low a l t i t u d e  task, low speed 
- Hover 
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
1. C. Paulk 
- Measure A.C. performance: a l t i t u d e  rate,  r o l l  rate, etc. 
- Measure p i l o t  performance:  s t i c k  movement 
- Pilot comments 
- Cooper/Harper ra t ings 
- I n t e E r a t i o n  with optimal p i l o t  modei 
- A,*.bve must be i n t e g r a t e d  and e v a l u a t e d  u s i n g  e x p e r t  
opinion 
2 .  L. Corless 
- T l i m e  between bob-ups 
- E r r o r ' o f f  i n t e n d e d  flight path 
- Cooper/Harper r a t i n g s  
- Attempted t o  correlate p i lo t  r a t i n g s  with error scores 
( a  problem) 
3. B. Lampkin/S. Wilson 
- System performance measures  ( e . g .  r o l l  rate) 
- P i l o t  o p i n i o n  
Navy pilots  
Grumman p i l o t s  
NASA 
4 .  R .  For res t /V.  Lebacqz 
stability 
- Need to  measure e v e n t s  su r round ing  basic l o n g i t i u d i n a l  
- M o s t l y  p i l o t  op in ion  d a t a  
5. J .  J i n k e r s o n  
- Primary data source: p i l o t  opinion 
Ob>en ended 
L i t t l e  u s e  of structured q u e s t i o n n a i r e s  
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6 .  Ed Aiken 
- System performance 
Error scores (flight pattern error) 
Time required to perform a task 
Distance required 
Test  p i lo t -  engincering evaluat ic? 
Line pilot- hueaa factors evaluat i >n 
P i l o t  rating 
Use of secondary tasks such as the Steinberg tasks 
- Pilot opinion 
- Workload measure 
7 .  R. Bray 
- Pilot opinion 
8 .  G. Churchill 
- Strip chart data 
- Pilot opinion data 
- Need to corroborate pilot opinion d a t a  w i t h  cnKinccring 
data in order to ascertain if t h e  p i l o t  is responding 
to a characteristic of the a i r c r a f t  or to some anomaly 
introduced by t h e  simulation. 
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VALUE OF CGT 
1. C. Paulk 
- Require wide field of view visual system 
- 
- Simulation of ship dynamics critical, enen though 
High detail may not be required 
level of detail requirements is low 
2. L. Corliss 
- Not planning to use CGI presently (will let his 
- In future ride angle capability will be required 
- Level of detail in C G T  scene content may be in- 
adequate. Need scene as testured as it would be 
for NOE flight. 
colleagues find out how t o  use CGI) 
- Perhaps a gybrid system 
Camera/model- forward field 
CGl- peripheral 
- May need to change CGI data base  frequently 
3. B .  Lampkin/S. Wilson 
- Definitely require wide angle systrm 
- Need high detail for ship Cnvircmnient, depth pcrcept i o n  
- VTOL, lower right- high detail required 
- System dynamics critical, especially visual/motion 
interaction. Would sacrifice motion dyn:tmics for lwttcr 
visual 
- Hover and transition maneuvers especially scnsit.ivo to 
visual and motion dynamics. 
- Has u s e d  HUT) to supplcmcnt wide angle visual. 
4 .  R .  Forrest./V. Lebacqz 
- Irrelevant to IFR flight 
- May use, though, for simulating ntw electronic 
inst rumen t d i s p l  nys 
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5 .  J .  Jinkerson 
- Quality of the scene will determine quality of  t h e  data 
- Need wide  angle visual 
- 
- Critical vision sensitive tasks (all from precision hover) 
Low need for high detail (?) 
Hover 
Backward 
Lateral 
Forward 
6. S. Aiken 
- Uide field of vier required for dnyt imr  
- NOE flight should be a problem. Lack of scene d e t a i l .  
- Needs to create an environment in which t h e  p i l o t  w i l l  
Lacks knowledge of how to modify data  base.  
exhibit ”appropriate” behavior (i . e .  behave tis though 
he were performaing that t . u s k  i n  actual a i r c r a f t . ) .  
7 .  R. Bray 
- Wide angle visual of llttlt> rcl(v;incc 
- System dynamics critical 
- Detail requirements uncertni R. Modrl h m r d  d i s p l a y  
used previously w i t h  s?Icccss. 
- Expensive CGI may not buy miich for l a n d i n g  m:incwvt~r 
performance. 
8 .  G. C h t r r c h i l l  
- P r e s e n t  dynamics o f  camera model board s y s t c n  c n n  h t .  
determined and snt i s f a c t o r i  1s modi f i e d .  
- Camern model board f i e l d - o f - v i c w  a p t w b l c - m  t t tnt  vnrr l ~ t -  
tolerated, usually. 
- CGI wide f i c > ’ l d  of view would br :in : u i v : i u t . n ~ c ~  
- Scene c o n t e n t ‘ ?  
- CGI d y n a m i c s  c r i t i c a l  to rcscrrrch ~:o : i l s .  
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VAWlE OF VIQS MOTION 
1. C. Paulk 
- Enhance value of experimental situation, especially flight 
- Frugal with the use of motion, use only when needed; value 
- Favors 1-1 motion (no washout) 
control work and handling quality. 
of interchangeable cab. 
vertical 
longitudinal 
2. L. Corliss 
- Not sure 
Motion washout a critical problem (past experience). 
Large travel capability of VMS may allow 1-1 motion soft- 
ware. Use of 1-1 (i.e., the elimination of washout) 
would be very helpful. 
3 .  B. Lampkin/S. Wilson 
- Intuitively, motion appears to be a strong cue. 
- Use of motion should a i d  in acquiring better data. 
4.  G. Forrest/V. Lebacqz 
- Motion an asset when evaluating minimally safe control 
- Vertical travel capabilities an asset, givcn emphasis on 
systems. 
longitudinal and vertical stability/control. 
5 .  J. Jinkerson 
- T a s k s  sensitivetovertical motion and opcration of t h e  
collective. 
- Pilot needs to perceive and use v c ~ r l i c a l  motion to operate 
vehicle. 
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- Sure data will be of better quality due to enchanced VYS 
motion capability (esp. vertical motion). 
6. E. Aiken 
- Que-tions value of motion. Reports comments like: fixed 
base/single window and HUD system "better" than WS/single 
window--no BUD. 
Need to optimize software for NOE flight (or any task). 
Different points of view: 
1. Researcher: task; cues t o  pilot 
2. Facilities: har3ware characteristics, software potential 
3. Result: different motion software would result. 
- Motion system software may be a problem. 
* - 
7.  R. Bray 
- Helped a great deal. W S  travel capabilities helped espec- 
ially in P I 0  work. Orbiter has unusual pitch and Z axis 
characteristics that can induce PIO. VAIS motion helped 
pilots gain cmfidence about thcir ability to pilot the 
Orbiter . 
- VhlS motion also valuable for turbulence simulation. Lower 
frequency simulation capability of VAlS provided bettcr tur- 
bulence cues than FSAA type motion. 
- Overall higher confidence in the data .  
8 .  G .  Churchill 
- Vertical travel and frequency band w i d t h  of VMS h e l p f u l .  
(Good data hns bcon obtainod us i ng FSAA , h o w w r .  ) 
- Need to model motion system (software and hardware) t .rnns- 
fer function. Need simu1;itor cab acceleration data. Must 
be able t o  modify motion system dynamics t o  f i t  t h e  needs 
of the aircraft aero model in order to assure user of high 
fidelity simulation. 
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FUTURE USES 
1. C. Paulk 
- Navtoland program should continue 
- Evolvement will occur, especially when the specification 
and procurement process begins to check out proposed hard- 
ware and specifications. May not use VMS, use simulation 
for control law development and solving real operational 
problems. 
2. L. Corliss 
- Will be much like the present. (Effects of engine dynamics 
or handling qualities.) 
3. B. Lampkin/S. Wilson 
- Research of this sort should continue. VTOL work an essen- 
tial part of the long term Navy m i s s i o n .  
for Vl'OL. 
- Navy specifically requested t .he use of simulation facilities 
4.  G. Forrest/V. Lebacqz 
- "slung load" simulation 
- Autorotation 
advanced ro to r  models 
ground effects 
5. J .  Jinkerson 
- Much like the past  
6 .  E. Aiken 
- ADOCS will continue for e. while 
7 .  R. Bray 
- Other SSV simulations planned 
- Other research topics i n  simulation technique planned as 
well. 
8. G. Churchill 
- Limited flight test and/or simulation test results may 
limit future funding. 
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PROBLEM AREAS 
1. C .  Paulk 
- Will equipment integration occur in time on VMS system? - Coping with CGI may be a problem. 
How can we change it? How can t h e  sim. task  be made more 
realistic? Can the scene be changed? Is organization pre- 
pared to do so? (Should CSC be more involved? Is staff 
being created to do so?) 
Is the scene appropriate? 
- Anyone involved in examining CGI per se? (No) 
2. L. Corliss 
- Motion washout. Use bob-up as a test xask; washout vs. no 
- Post flight data processing a problem. Tape conversion a 
problem. Could tape format be made compatible: RUNDUM 
tapes don't play on in-house computer. 
washout. 
- CGI problem: detail and data base modification. 
- Cycle time a problem (CDC 7600)  
- Two shift availability would be desirable. 
- How do I know if everything is right? Does the motion, 
visual and instrument response correlate w i t h  the model 
and pilot input? 
3. E. IanpkinjS. Wilson 
- R ~ ~ c n e d  optimum blend of complexity and fidelity. More 
Yieelity, more complexity-+ too much+ more fidelity might 
compromise operating capability duc to increased complexity. 
(Expense increases as well). 
High fidelity, full mission simulation not always required. 
throttle position). (Need to ciamine critical cngjnccring 
- More thought required on products of use of simulation. 
- Nore emphasis on engine modclirm (more than thrust o r  
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parameters real-time during simulation) 
have that capacity.) 
(CDC 7600 will 
4. R. Forrest/V. Lebacqz b 
- Lack expertise in simulation technology. Need to demon- 
strate and understand simulation capability in order to 
evaluate its affect on research. 
(e.g. ,  Bode plots) into statements concerning the impact of 
simulator cues on the pilot. 
- Need also to translate simulation response characteristics 
5. E. Aiken 
- Motion system software 
- CGI detail 
- People problems: Too much direction from Sirn Sci. 
- Need to solicit more research opinion prior to purchase or  
modification of hardware. 
6 .  R .  Bray 
- Random, insignificant. 
- VMS dynamic performance characteristics questioned by JSC 
people. No easy means available to demonstrate dynamic 
capabilities of WS. 
7 .  G. Churchill 
- Need to know simulator system (end-to-end) dynamics 
Motion (see motion) 
Visual (see CGI) effects 
Control system 
- Control system (loaders) 
Need independence of loader natural freqi*,ency and damping 
gradient. 
Need acceleration compensation system to compensate 
loader for simulator cab accelerations. 
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